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NOTE
The "Genealogy" section of this article was based on widely
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elements of this material are now dated, and are disputed by the
majority of modern authorities. This negates some of that particular
section of the article, but has no impact on the remainder.
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Intoduction & Background
A decade or so ago, the AKC split
the herding dogs out of the Working
Group to form their own group. At
that time there was considerable hoopla
from some Samoyed fanciers who
agitated to have the Samoyed included
in the new Herding Group. The AKC
declined, including in the new group,
only those breeds having been specifically bred for the purpose of herding. I
personally heaved a sigh of relief,
believing that the future of the breed
was secure with the AKC, even if we
couldn't completely trust the fancy. I
was wrong. The herding flap died
down for a while but did not die out,
and recently built up again to the point
of the Samoyed Club of America
(SCA) Board of Governors having
petitioned the AKC to allow Sammies
to compete in sanctioned herding
events.
In the April 1992 AKC
Gazette, the AKC published their
approval for this back-door admission
of the Samoyed into herding. This
seems to have happened without any
invitation to, or opportunity for, any
real public dialog on the issue. I
personally feel this to be an
ill-considered action by all parties.
Even though I am dealing with a fait
accompli, I am none-the-less taking
this opportunity to open the overdue
public discussion on the subject.
Why would I object to having
Samoyeds compete in sanctioned
herding events? My initial inclination
was for bemused tolerance, but my
opposition has grown from the realization that: All AKC sanctioned events
are conducted for the express purpose
of influencing the selection of breeding
stock. The Samoyed breed is not a
special-purpose breed, and has never
been bred for the purpose of herding.
If we now start using sheep herding
performance as a selection criterion,
then, over the long term, there would
appear to be some risk of distorting the
type, temperament, true work purpose,
and versatility of the Samoyed. It is on
these grounds that I object to the
Samoyed's participation in sanctioned
herding events. I have no objection to

what people may do with their dogs
just for fun. If they enjoy training in
special-purpose hunting techniques,
have at it; if they want to engage in
sled racing, weight pulling, or packing,
go ahead; and if, just for fun, they want
to take their dog out and play in the
sheep dip, be my guest. But we should
not have the importance of AKC
sanctioning attached to these recreations -- at the risk of screwing up the
breed in future generations.
What's that? I just heard someone
holler that the Samoyed people used
their dogs to herd reindeer. Ah-ha!
There it is -- The Great Samoyed Herd
Dog Myth. In the following sections,
we'll take the myth apart piece-bypiece, and with a little luck, nobody'll
be able to put it together again.
The Origin Of The Myth
Like many artifices, the myth of
the reindeer herding Samoyed dog is
grounded
in
commercial
considerations.
The early English
breeders had considerable difficulty in
selling their puppies for basically three
reasons: (1) The breed was virtually
unknown; (2) Samoyeds were a bit
large for the English homes and apartments of the era; and (3) There had
been a lot of bad PR regarding "fierce
wolf-like sledge dogs". The first of
these problems could only be solved by
time and familiarization. The size issue
was "solved" simply by drawing up a
standard that lopped a bit off of the
natural size range of the breed on the
assumption that the breeders could
selectively downsize the dogs to fit the
standard.
Fortunately, the genetic
constitution of the breed didn't allow
that, so the British are still measuring
their dogs with rubber rulers. Lastly,
the "fierce sled dog" image could be
overcome by inventing a different work
purpose. (Guess what?)
I'm sure no one knows for sure
whether the fabrication of the reindeer
herding story was deliberate or
accidental. The earliest English breeders fully understood the heritage of the
dogs they were working with, and as
early as 1891, ads appeared in English
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papers for "...white Russian (Samoyed)
sledge dog pups..." (from the KilburnScotts) (Ref 1). "The Great Myth"
went public in 1911 at the Glasgow
Exposition (Ref 2). Some Laplanders
were on display with tents, reindeer,
and full native regalia -- but had none
of their dogs.
Mr. Kilburn-Scott
offered some Samoyeds which the
Laplanders insisted were nothing like
their own herding dogs. But, this was
"show biz", and the show must go on,
so the Sammies were displayed with
the Lapps, and the attendant news
photos and publicity formally launched
The Great Myth.
Once launched, the myth has
refused to die. English breeders were
not eager to undo the favorable publicity, and the "gentle herd dog" image
was easier to sell than the "fierce
sledge dog". English fanciers faced
legal restrictions on using these dogs
for their legitimate draft work, even for
recreation. Novice fanciers of course,
accepted what they heard from their
seniors, and many never got around to
doing their own homework. (Do we
know any of those?) And reasonably
enough, most observers felt the myth
was essentially harmless. Attacking it
is still viewed as somewhat akin to
attacking the Tooth Fairy.
So there, in a nutshell, is the birth
of the myth. (Tooth Fairy, make my
day!)
Some Historical Commentary On The
Myth
Some historians give credence to
the myth on the grounds that there were
Samoyed tribes who used dogs to herd
reindeer. True ...BUT... there was not
just a single "Samoyed" people, there
were many different tribes with different customs and lifestyles, and there
was not a single "Samoyed" breed of
dog, but many different breeds used in
different manners by the different
Samoyed tribes. Indeed, by the time
the history of these people was being
documented, there had already been
significant cross-breeding with the
dogs of eastern Europe and Russia.
The breed that we know today as "The

Samoyed" was referred to by many as
the "Bjelkier" -- "the white dog that
breeds white". He is quite distinctive
from the other "Samoyed" breeds of the
era.
I find substantial positive evidence
that the Bjelkier was an effective
hunter, guard, and draft dog. But, I can
find no similarly credible and positive
evidence that he was ever used as a
reindeer herd dog -- and it is not for
want of looking. There are at least a
dozen credible authors who have
documented the hunting, guarding, and
hauling capabilities of the Bjelkier
from Siberia. Many of these also
provide photographic evidence of the
type of dog involved as well as their
activities and accomplishments. (For a
brief overview of a number of these
authors, read Chapter one of either
edition of the Wards' book (Ref 1,3), or
the History section of Reference 4.) I
can find no comparable body of
evidence for the herding hypothesis.
One author, W. B. Vanderlip in In
Search of a Siberian Klondike (Ref 5)
described "dog" tribes with no deer,
and "deer" tribes with no dogs. Among
other authors I have read, those who
describe "Samoyed herd dogs" either;
(1) fail to describe the type and
temperament of the dogs involved, or
(2) describe a distinctly non-Bjelkier
type of dog -- even though he may be
labeled a "Samoyed". One example of
this "evidence" is in the writings of
Major Frederick G. Jackson in The
Great Frozen Land (Ref 6). Major
Jackson traveled through much of
northwestern Siberia in the years of
1893-94 in preparation for his subsequent expedition to Franz Josef Land.
Traveling among the Samoyed people,
he noted the great value of a welltrained reindeer herd dog, compared
with an untrained pup. Some authors
have cited these passages as "evidence"
of the reindeer herding Samoyed dog.
What
they
have
conveniently
overlooked is the photograph that
accompanies Major Jackson's text,
which I have reproduced as Figure 1.
In this photograph we see a group of
GEN-U-WINE
SAM-O-YAD

Figure 1. A Samoyed reindeer herdsman and his dogs.
Northwestern Siberia, circa 1893-94.
From The Great Frozen Land by F. G. Jackson, Harper & Bros., 1895.

REINDEER HERD DOGS. Take a
good look. Wouldn't you love to find
those guys in your pedigrees? Not one
prick ear or bush tail in the lot. Mr.
Trevor-Battye in Ice-Bound on
Kolguev (Ref 7) does much the same.
He describes the great value and typical
usage of the "Samoyed" herding dogs,
but his (somewhat limited) description
of those dogs makes them sound rather
non-Bjelkier in type. And so it goes.
A few additional notes on Major
Jackson. He subsequently did choose
to take Samoyed dogs on his expedition to Franz Josef Land to supplement
his Russian ponies.
However, he
specified the taller, stronger, Bjelkier -though not all of his dogs were white.
During the three-year expedition the
ponies died, as did a few Reindeer that
had been sent by his suppliers as
replacements. When the last pony died
during the nearly disastrous sledding
expedition in the spring of 1897, the
dogs saved his fanny, and he finally
returned to England with several of
them. His dogs were welded into the
breed, and are in all your pedigrees
today. Major Jackson himself served
the Samoyed Association of England
for nearly twenty years.
How about the handful of specific
individual dogs on whom the modern
breed is founded? An unfortunate
aspect of history is that it deprives us
of a lot of personal details. There
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simply has not been enough preserved
about individual foundation dogs.
There are published photos of many.
The early breeders were fairly rigorous
about commenting on color, sometimes
coat, and occasionally size (though
rarely with hard, detailed measurements). Very little is said about gait,
and almost nothing about temperament
and details of behavior, except for
consistent comments about intelligence
and love for humans. The explorers
gave us reasonable glimpses of general
pack/team behavior, but were more
concerned with physical accomplishment.
Hutchinson (Ref 8) quotes
some early English breeders regarding
details on their dogs, but these are
almost entirely confined to The
English-bred dogs, as opposed to the
foundation animals. There just seems
to be very little surviving individual
detail on the critical ancestors.
There are perhaps two exceptions
to this lack of data. A few expedition
dogs were described in good detail. In
A Thousand Days In The Arctic (Ref
9), Jackson gives us a fair look at
"Nimrod" and "Jenny" (but not the
more critical "Kvik" or "Flo") who are
all in our pedigrees. Nimrod and Jenny
were both guard and hunting dogs,
guarding the men and camp against,
and hunting for, bear. Bear hunting
involved tracking, cornering, and
holding the bear at bay until the men

could arrive and dispatch them. Very
importantly, they also supplemented
his ponies in draft work. Nimrod and
Jenny were among the five dogs who
survived his spring of '97 sled trip.
Another source of detail is Miss
W. L. Puxley in her charming little
book, Samoyeds (Ref 10). Miss Puxley
was the English owner of "Sam", an
expedition dog and one of the breed's
founders. Miss Puxley describes the
escapades of her lot with informal
clarity and wit, and with the delightful
English penchant for understatement.
Sam was a handful. A survivor of
Siberia, polar explorations, a couple of
long boat rides in-between, and a 5000year cultural jump; he was "a bit different" than anything Miss Puxley had
previously experienced. Describing
Sam, Miss Puxley used such phrases as
"...a strangely beautiful animal..,
...dignity and nobility of carriage..,
...half wild qualities". Sam survived
his traumatic life with an elementary
philosophy: "Humans and kennelmates
are great. Otherwise: if it moves, kill it;
if it doesn't, pee on it." (Sam was smart
enough to keep it simple.)
It turns out that one of Miss
Puxley's major kennel expenses was
restitution to local livestock owners.
(Cats were cheap.) And this was by no
means all due to Sam. You need to
read for yourself about "Keena". She's
in your pedigrees along side Sam. I
have an indelible mental image of
Keena in the neighbor's goldfish pond.
I wish we had comparable
commentary on the other foundation
dogs. If any reader out there has old
files of notes or correspondence with
such information, we would appreciate
your sharing it.
Even in the absence of hard data, I
believe we can reasonably draw some
inferences -- and this is where the
arguments will start. Besides Sam,
Nimrod, and Jenny, several other of the
most influential dogs were expedition
dogs. Now, the expedition leaders
were largely intelligent, educated men
with good judgment and organizational
skills, and they spent years organizing,

Figure 2. A Samoyed Sledge Team Encounters A Polar Bear
(Particulars unknown)

From The New Complete Samoyed, 2nd Ed., by R. H. & Dolly Ward, Howell Book
House, 1985.

planning, and outfitting their expeditions.
Some of them, including
Nansen, had experience with Greenland huskies, and by experience, they
preferred the Siberian dogs -- with the
preference for the Bjelkier. Most also
fully understood that their lives
depended on the performance of the
dogs. These men were incredibly
brave, but not foolhardy, and it defies
all logic to assert that these guys would
risk their entire expeditions and their
very lives on the unproven performance of converted herding dogs. Most
of the dogs were trained to harness
when delivered to the expeditions, as
further conviction of their draft dog
origins.
The dog broker, Alexander
Trontheim, procured Nansen's dogs for
him, and was used by most subsequent
explorers as well. Trontheim is quoted
in Nansen's book (Ref 11) as saying:
"...at Berezoff... Trontheim made use of
this opportunity and bought 33 choice
sledge dogs." (These included both
Ostiak and Samoyed dogs.)
The dogs that returned from these
expeditions were survivors of unbelievable hardship and rigor. They, like
Sam, were all predatory hunters, and
tough, responsive workers -- and they
inadvertently helped ensure their
survival by ingratiating themselves
with their masters through affection
and intelligence. For every dog surviving these expeditions, a dozen of their
brethren perished. A great variety of
dogs were used on these expeditions,
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but our Bjelkier seems to comprise an
inordinate proportion of the survivors.
The true Bjelkier type is illustrated
at work in figure 2. Here we see a
team of GEN-U-WINE SAM-O-YAD
HUNTER, GUARD, AND DRAFT
DOGS. In this photo, the sled team has
encountered a threatening Polar Bear
and has been halted. All but the leader
are standing in their traces, intent on
the bear, but fully controlled. The lead
bitch has been cut loose to take on the
bear. This marvelous photo captures
the entire essence of our breed:
{ The type, elegance, and beauty we
seek in our modern breed.
{ The
strength,
stamina,
and
willingness to do the most
demanding tasks, in the world's
harshest environment.
{ The confidence and courage to go
one-on-one with the world's fiercest
predator.
I hope these dogs are in my
pedigrees -- and I can't even imagine
them playing nursemaid to a bunch of
sheep.
I have no idea of the status of
purebred dogs in Russia today.
However, prior to WWII, "our"
Samoyed was known there as the Laika
Samojedskaya, and was classified as a
hunting dog (Ref 12).
Now,
somewhere,
sometime,
somehow, some Samoyed herder
probably trained a Bjelkier (our
Samoyed) to herd reindeer, and some
author may have accurately recorded

the fact. When I find it, it'll
be the exception that proves
1
the rule.
Genealogy Of The Dog
Now
pay
attention.
There'll be a test on this later.

Canis Familiaris
Metris-Optimae
Persian
Sheepdog

Tomarctus

2 Canis Familiaris

3

Intermedius

Samoyed

Lhassa
Terrier

Egyption
House
Dog

Canis Familiaris
Leineri
Egyption
Greyhound

4

Canis Familiaris
Inostranzewi
Russian
Tracker

Molossian

Genealogy and Taxonomy are subjects usually
Heavy
studied from heavy tomes of All Modern
All Modern
All Spitz
Most
scientific
jargon
which
Working
Herding
Miniature &
Gaze Hounds
and Nordic
Breeds
usually overwhelm my highBreeds
Toy Breeds
Breeds
school Latin. For the dog
however, Kauzlarich (Ref 13)
Scent Hounds
Spaniels
gives us a very readable
overview of the subject; and
Most
Bull
Some
Some
Setters
Pointers
with regard to the developTerriers
Retrievers
Type Retrievers
ment of the modern breeds,
Terriers
NOTE: The lines denote the general sequence of evolution of related breeds.
there is at least one neat
Many intermediate types, and crossing of breeds and sub-species are not indicated hereon.
summation, written for the
layman, from a credible
Fibure 3. Genealogy Of The Dog -- One Hypothosis Of The 1960's & 70's
authority (Ref 14). I've taken
the liberty of reconstructing some of Bulldog (Bull, Boston, Manchester, man. Sub-species 2, 3, & 4 all contain
that presentation in figure 3. This is of etc.). The other line from group 4 various hunting breeds, but there are
necessity, somewhat over-simplified, produced the Russian Tracker, which none in the first group. Secondly, the
but the basic skeleton of evolution is combined with sub-species 3 to behavioral diversity of the first
preserved. At the top of the tree is produce the scent hounds and influ- sub-species is very, very much
Tomarctus, the short-legged predator enced the remaining breeds of retriev- narrower than the others -- nothing but
herders. This gives rise to the possibiland prototype dog that lived about 15 ers and terriers.
million years ago, and probably gave
Sub-species 3 initially produced all ity of some early genetic variation
rise to wolves and foxes as well as our of the gaze hounds, from which then (mutation perhaps) which facilitated
own, Canis Familiaris. It will be noted evolved, as noted, the scent hounds and the development of the herding behavior and the suppression of predatory
from the figure, that immediately the remaining retrievers and terriers.
instincts. This is an unproven, but
below Tomarctus there were four great
Sub-species 2 shows our Samoyed
cleavages in the development of the as one of the most ancient breeds, quite reasonable, conjecture.
species, creating four sub-species representing one branch of a three-way
Conclusions: (1) The AKC quite
distinctive enough to have been named. split in this sub-species, and having correctly formed the present Herding
These subspecies are:
some very diverse relatives and descen- Group in exact conformance with the
1. Canis Familiaris Metris Optimae
dants. The immediate relatives are known genealogy of the dog. (D'ya
2. Canis Familiaris Intermedius
obvious -- all of the "Spitz" breeds reckon maybe they knew about this?)
3. Canis Familiaris Leineri
(Huskies, Malamute, Chow, Norwe- (2) The Samoyed, as the ancient head
4. Canis Familiaris Inostranzewi
gian Elkhound...).
From other of a diverse group of breeds, is right(You won't have to spell those on branches of this same sub-species came fully placed in the Working Group, but
the test.) Let's talk about them by almost all of the toys, and the various has a strong genetic kinship to the
number, and in reverse order -- right- branches then combined to produce the modern field and gun dogs -- a versatile worker, but a hunter at heart.
to-left across your dial in figure 3.
spaniels, setters, and pointers.
Sub-species 4 shows an early split
Sub-species 1 contains all of (and Physical & Behavioral Versatility Of
The Samoyed
into two groups, with the right-hand only) the herding breeds.
group first evolving into the heavy
The
author
has
previously
(What mind-boggling variety for a
working dogs (Kuvasz, Newfoundland,
discussed
Samoyed
conformation
with
single species!!)
Mastiff, etc.). The "Newf" then gave
respect to work purpose in Reference
What to make of this maze? Well, 15. The conclusions drawn from that
rise to the Labrador, Curly-Coated, and
there
are two very pertinent observaChesapeake Bay Retrievers. Relatives
discussion were that the Samoyed
tions.
All breeds first emerged as conformation is obviously suitable for
of the Mastiff produced the Boxer,
Bulldog, and the terriers related to the predators and hunting companions to an arctic predator, is nearly ideal for a
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light draft dog, and is much less than
optimum for herding, but not so as to
preclude that activity.

the pups. Again, here is the instinct of
the predator, regurgitating the kill to
the young upon return to the den.

Of perhaps more interest here, is
the issue of Samoyed behavior, particularly that which would be called
instinctive. As befitting one of the
most ancient breeds, today's Samoyed
exhibits a wide variety of natural, or
instinctive, behavioral characteristics.

Anyone maintaining multiple
Sammies in free association has noted
that "pack" behavior dominates the
entire social system. This also is an
ancient instinct, seen today in several
of the arctic breeds, but mostly in wild
predatory canidae.

The sheep herding crowd, of
course, points to his "herding instinct"
as measured by some contrived test.
What they are labeling as herding
instinct is nothing more than an intelligent, well-socialized (and well-fed)
dog responding to his trainer and his
ancient driving instinct. Almost every
primitive tribe used "driving" as an
effective hunting technique for larger
game. Wild herds of game animals
were driven into ambush, over cliffs, or
into natural or man-made enclosures -with slaughter always the end result.
Some wild canidae have learned to
practice this technique on their own.
The true herding dogs would appear to
have had this behavior genetically
modified through hundreds of generations of selection. They now exhibit a
highly specialized variation of driving,
wherein the end result (slaughter) has
been forgotten, and the act of driving
or "herding" is now the end in itself. I
would propose to test for "herding
instinct" as follows: Take an adult
Samoyed who has had no exposure
whatever to sheep herding. Work him
in harness for a couple of days without
food. Then turn him loose, unsupervised, in your sheep pen. I predict he
will emerge with a tummy full of
mutton -- and wearing shearling
booties.

When new bones or chew toys are
handed out to my "pack", they will all
grab one and retreat to their favorite
lair. There is then a period of circling,
stalking, and trying every trick to get
each other's new goodie. The clever
ones will usually wind up with an extra
or two, which are then fiercely
guarded. This little ritual is nothing
more than the predatory instinct to
establish ownership of the "kill". (Ref
17)

Most of you have probably noted
that your Sammies are expert at locating and rolling about in odoriferous
organic substances. This "disgusting
habit" is a primeval instinct of the
predator -- to mask his own odor for
the hunt. (Ref 16)
As Samoyed pups reach the age for
taking in solid food, their moms will
frequently regurgitate their own food to

Most of my Sammy puppies
exhibit a "pointing" instinct. They'll
"point" everything from passing butterflies to the neighbor's cat. At least a
few Samoyeds are on record as having
been accomplished retrievers (Ref 18).
Maybe we belong in the field trials
with the sporting breeds.
Perhaps the Samoyed is really a
Terrier. Terriers are specialists in
"going-to-ground" for game. Have you
ever seen a couple of Sammies goingto-ground for a gopher? Perfect Terrier
behavior -- except for the size of the
hole!
The point here is simply that the
Samoyed is a very ancient, natural,
versatile breed. It shows vestiges of all
of the primitive instincts. These, along
with it's intelligence and responsiveness make it entirely trainable to a wide
variety of tasks. The more modern
"specialized" breeds have been developed by simply capitalizing on, and
emphasizing one of the primitive
instincts to the exclusion of all else. To
do so with the Samoyed is to invite his
destruction. Does the world really
need a big white fuzzy Collie?
Summary
In this article we have examined
the source of the herd dog myth and
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found it to have arisen, accidentally or
otherwise, from simple human foible.
We have looked at Samoyed history to
the extent that it is recorded, and found
hunters, guards, and draft dogs; with
herd dogs totally lacking. We have
looked at the genealogy of the dog and
found that in the evolutionary tree, the
Samoyed is much more ancient and
quite isolated from the specialized herd
dogs. And, we have seen from the
behavioral characteristics of our dogs
today that we have a predator -- quite
the antithesis of the herder. The weight
of evidence is overwhelming, and the
verdict is clear. The Samoyed was
historically bred and used as a hunting,
guard, and draft dog; and his use as a
herding animal was trivial and incidental, if indeed, it ever occurred at all.
Our Samoyed has a genetic constitution that, with the help of a good
standard, has withstood a century of
modern tinkering, and hopefully it can
withstand this latest. But there is no
reason for us to be taking the chance.
Our Samoyed is a beautifully natural
and versatile dog, and he does NOT
belong in ANY competition where
specialized behavior becomes a criterion for the selection of breeding stock.
We should ALWAYS BREED THE
WHOLE DOG.
I'm sure some of you are mumbling
that you're entitled to your opinion -and so you are. But, you are not
entitled to be wrong in your facts -- nor
to be ignorant of them. I don't like to
think my mind is closed on any issue,
and I will welcome all responses that
are based on more than unsubstantiated
opinion.
In anticipation of your responses,
I've even bought a new suit -- lined
with 32 layers of Kevlar.
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